Name of Committee: MUBBOG

Date of Meeting: 11/06/2015

Name of Graduate student attending meeting: Damian Manda

MUB Fee: Proposed increase of 3% mostly due to salary, increase in RCM rates and to get some additional funds for renovation of Granite Square Station
- Assumes increase of students by 1075, which is much higher than previous years and may be overly optimistic
- Increased budget for wildcat link and scheduling software

Granite Square Station - proposed renovation for better package handling
- Has been increase in grad students wanting boxes
- Everyone is receiving a higher percentage of packages vs letters

Wifi additions - now 37, want 80, may get 48 depending on budget and student increases

MUB Renovations - starting assessment project to get quotes for major changes to MUB including possible additions or rearranging rooms for larger event spaces and more student workspaces. Meetings about the study are as follows for those interested:
- Open Student Forum, Tuesday, 11/17, 5:30pm-6:30pm, MUB 338/340
- MUB Feasibility Study: Governing Groups: Wednesday, 11/18, 12:45pm-1:45pm, MUB 330/332